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SUMMARY: A mcthodology to obtain the sea surface temperature (SST) in thc Canary-AzoresGibraltar arca has been 
devcloped. iiu final accuracy of the AVHRR-bascd SST naievals deptnds both on the accuracy of rhe measurcd radiante 
and the accusacy of the SST rctrieval algorithm that mnverts ihe measund adiance into sea siiiface tcmptninirr. The pro- 
ccdure made in this framcwork umsísts of: (i) a radiaouice-bad non-linearity comction method; (u) an automatic proccdure 
for me geomeaic comcrion, aciiicving amiracy to tiie & o i  tk pixci; jiii j an improvd aigorith íor c i d  det&tion, 
based on rhe method o i  tht muitiband rhnsholds; (iv) a new spiit-window himion (SWF) to paform atmosphenc corrcc- 
tion in CANIGO area. 'Ibis task has bem ammplished by using the matchup data ser of A= brigtimes~ temperanire 
( c h m 1 4  and 5 )  and in sini SST data Thc matchups w m  carefdiy scrcued from the HRPT soenes of al1 seasons in 19%- 
1998. Tne temporal and spatiai coincídenns are withui 30 minuta and one pixel rts01ution. rrspectively. Cocffícients of 
that algorithm are estimatai h m  r e - W o n  analysis using 60 ablocatal in situ and satellitc measurcments (matchups). 
Error analysis has shown that SST can mcOrtticaUy be refrieved m within 0.38"C R M S .  

Key wor&. sea surface tcmpaiurc. automatic gcoreferencing. cloud duection, split window function. 

The st;rfce ter??pe=~y~e (SST) is m i q m -  
tant geophysical parameter essentid for quantitative 
studies of the Earth's atmosphere and oceans. The 
SST imagery remotely sensed by the Advanced Very 
Eigh Resoiution Radiometer (AVEREj aboard &e 
NOAA satellite series has been conveniently used in 
various fields, for exarnple, oceanography, meteo- 
rology, fishes: etc. The need for high accuracy in 
the measurement of sea surface temperature from 
space was recognised in the early stages of planning 

the World Climate Research Prograrn. Absolute SST 
accuracy better than 1°C is necessary in the snidy of 
the-d stn'ctiios nf fhe seir S ~ ~ Z C P  (frmts, 
isotherms, etc.). With the objective to obtain accu- 
rate and automatic temperature maps, a rnethodolo- 
gy has been developed, that is cmntly opemtional 
in our kmüie  Semhig &ñW, iñdudhg S ú m  

improvements in the commonly used procedure. 
These procedures applied to the images from the 
AVHRR sensor aboard NOAA-14 consist of: 

(i) A procedure for AVHRR Infrared (IR) chan- 
nels calibration using non-linear correcting func- 
tions base. on those described by Steyn-Ross et d. 
(1992) and Walton et al. (1998). 
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(ii) An improved algonthm for cloud detection 
based on the method of the multiband thresholds 
adapted to the CANIGO zone after experimental 
checking. 

(iii) A new split-window function (SWF) to per- 
form atmospheric and emissivity correction in 
CANIGO area. This has been accomplished by 
using the matchup data set of AVHRR brightness 
temperature (channel4 and 5) and in situ SST data 
Coefficients are estimated from regresion analysis 
using 60 co-located in situ and satellite measure- 
ments (rnarcnupsj ana examining Uie formai ciepen- 
dencies of the variables TI,  and T,, , where TI,  and 
TI, are the radiative temperatura at 11 and 12 p 
respectively, restricting in-sini measurements to be 
within about 50" of the satellite zenith angle. 

(iv) An automatic procedure for geomehic cor- 
rection based on a satellite orbital model and a sim- 
ilarity detectia algorithm. This procedure uses the 
automatic identifícation of coastal features in a digi- 
tised coastline map and in the georeferenced image, 
achieving accuracies to the order of the pixel. 

In the next section the theoretical base and a 
practicd applicaiion of the procedure have been 
detailed. 

RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION 

The final accuracy of the AVHRR-based SST 
..-+A,..,l, a,,,a, LA+%. ,, +l.- ..AA.. -m. ,.$ +l..- ,a- 
IGUIGYQW U G ~ ~ L I C D  UULU uu UIG auwairy UL UIG ~ucu- 

sured radiances and the accuracy of the SST 
retrievai algorithrn that converts the measured radi- 
antes to sea surface temperature. Thus, it is of great 
irnportímce ulat the aigoriulms UiaÍ invoive i n h d  
rneasurernents get precise values for the d a n c e .  
This fact requires a welldehed and consistent cal- 
ibration pmcedure, understood as the radiometer 
output &&al vaiues (or count) relative to the actual 
radian= of the observed scene. 

In principie, if the radiometer was perfectly sta- 
ble, any necessary calíbrations could be canied out 
on ground prior &o the launch, obiaining a precise 
relation between the counts and the radiance. How- 
ever, because the characteristics of the m-board sen- 
sors and electronics may dríft with time and esvi- 
mnmental changes, a dynamic calibration produre 
is required. 

Tñe AVHRR IR channeb calibration m flight is 
performed by the monitoring of the radiometer out- 
put when it views two targets whose radiance vaiues 
are known or can be computed: cold space as a zero- 

radiance reference and an interna1 calibration black- 
body target (ICT) located in the instniment base 
plate and whose temperanire is measured with a four 
platinim-resistance thermometers (PRTs). These 
two measurements are used to define a continuously 
updated linear mapping between count and radiance. 

For the NOAA-14 AVHRR sensor, a procedure 
based on the ones described by Steyn-Ross et al. 
(1992) and Waiton et al. (1998) is used. This proce- 
dure cúrrects the insirumental effects of the AVHRR 
thermal infrared channels centered at 10.8 pm 
(channei 4j ano i2 pm (channei 3, whose Eg-Sd- 
Te detectors exhibit slight but well-defined non-lin- 
earities in their response to incoming radiation. It 
assignes a non-zero radiance to fhe cold space view 
response as proved by Waiton et al. (1998). 

That radiance is converted to brightness temper- 
ature, that is the rnagnitude of interest, using the 
inverse Planck function with the appropriate central 
wavelength nurnbers that are provided by NESDIS. 

AWOMATIC IMAGE GEOREFERENCING 

The characteristic of the satelhe scanning, which 
covers a 2800 km wide swath, the spacecraft's 
speed, altitude and amtude, and the Earth's c w a -  
ture and rotation, produce signidcant distortions in 
the images. It is necessary for irnage referencing to 
identify the geographic co-ordinates comesponding 
+A nm Zrnnrra &val /AL--+ rag~-r;nn\ rrr +r\ 1 w - t -  9 iu aii r i h i a ~ ; r .  y-L., \ u u u ~  1rribiruibui6, vi ~v lurvru u 

pixel comsponding to given geographic ceordi- 
nates (inverse referencing). 

A good o v e ~ e w  of existing methods for geo- 
memc correction of saíeiiiíe data Is gheñ iti 
Krasnopolsky and Breaker (1994) and Rosborough 
et d. (1994). In the referentes several models of 
varying comp1exity can be found (Ho and Asern, 
1986; Bachmann and Bendix, 1992, Moreno and 
Meiia, 1993; lllera er aL, 1996). In general the pro- 
cedure for the georeferencing of NOAA-AVHRR 
images is based on the combination of an orbital 
model and ground control points (GCPs). 

The objective is to combine the advantages of 
both methods to obtam a procedure fdly automatic 
and ogmatiod which aiiows tiie gwrreferencing of 
NOAA-AVHRR images wirh high a ~ ~ ~ ~ l a c y  and 
without operator intervention. 

The orbital moded assumes a circular orbit (Ho 
and Asem, 1986) and the nominal Kepplerian ele- 
ments, as weii as the time of the first scanned h e ,  
the longitude of the ascending node and the equator 
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mssing hour. These parameten can be obtained, 
automatically, from the NOAA-Leve1 li3 data set 
heder and from the weekly archive of the equator 
crossing file, respectively. In order to c o m t  the 
errors caused by these simplifications, by a non-zero 
value for the spacecraft's roll, pitch and yaw agd by 
C .l..--- *Le --*-11:.-9- :-A--- 3 - i - - l -  - 
i&u=~ m u,G ,,,, . ,,,, .,,, dL- 'Y 
detection algonthm is used. 

Systematic errors in the Orbital Model , 

The prob1em of georeferencing consists of find- 
ing the relation between the co-ordinates in the 
image &e, colurnn) and the geographic m r d i -  
nates (lat, 10x1). This wiii allow us to geographically 
locate any pixel in the image (direct reference), or to 
identify the corresponding image co-ordinates on an 
AVHRR image, given a set of geograpbic coadi- 
nates (inverse reference): 

This is calculated by rnean of the orbital model 
foIiowing the procedure described by Ho and Asem 
(1986) (merse referencing). The basic relations for 
the orbit, the scanner and the Earth are similar to the 
ones described by Ho and Asem (1986). However, 
udike this rnodel that adjusts satellite height (hs) and 
inciination ( r ]  by means of a GCP and the Bachmann 
and Bendk (1992) ami 111era et d(1996) models, that 
calculate the longitude of the ascending node (AE) and 
the time difference between the quator crossing and 
the scanned h e  (t,) using one or several GCPs, we 
introduce nomiaal values (i, h, ;l,, t,). 

The use of nominai values, especially the sate1- 
lite's height and inclination, longitude of the ascend- 
ing node and the equator crossing hour, as weii as 
the simplifications used considering a circular orbiit 
modeI around a sphencal Earth brings us to the 
unavoidable errors when the obtained image is 
superimposed on a digitised coastline. 

En order to carry out an analysis of the possible 
errors, we measure on the coastline and calculate, by 
means of the orbitai model, the coordinates of a 
group of control poinrs, which are used as a test. 
Results obtaíned using exclusively the orbitai model 
to correct the NOAA 14-AVHRR image com- 
sponding to 5 of June 1998, with a size of 1400 
columns by 1032 rows are shown in Figure 1. 

Figure l(a) shows that the error in the nadir is 
around 1 pixel instead of zem as a result of thc trans- 

FG. 1. - b r s  baween the m c a s d  coordinates in the digitised 
coanlinc and aKMe caicukatcd by mean of the ~&tai modcI for a set 
of GCPs. (a) As a funaion of the columns, and (b) as a functwn of 

tbe lines. 

lation due to the nominal value of &. The errors in 
the rows are only of around 3 pixels, basically due to 
the variation generami by the sateEte clock cirift 
and the nominal value of the satellite inclination. 

The most important misaiignrnent is generated 
by the errm in rhe sateUite altitude, which is 
unavoidable when using a cirailar orbit. As can be 
appreciated, the error hcreases when we move to 
the edges of the swath. If the nominal sateliite aIti- 
tude estimated is higher or lower than the actual for 
the orbit under consideration, the error will be posi- 
tive to the east or west ~spectively. Finally, h e  
errors do not depend on the h e  number as can be 
observed in Figure l(b). 

Automatic procedure of georefemncing 

We have developed an algonthm that allows the 
elimination of the e m  analysed in the previous 
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section. This procedure for the automatic NOAA- 
AVHRR images georeferencing shows four clearly 
separated steps: 

l .  ' h e  irnage or subscene georeferencing is per- 
forme- by rneans of the orbital model using as input 
the nominal kepplexian elernents and the n d  para- 
meters from NOAA. 

2. A sirnilarity algorithm is used which identifies 
autornatically coastal features in the coastline-digi- 
tised map and in the georeferenced image, using a 
window correlation of 11 pixels search radius. The 
similarity measurement used, unlike Bordes et al. 
(1992), is the cross correlation coefficient, 

where i is the shift in mws, j the sbift in columns, R 
and G are the reference and gradient windows and 
pR, pG are the means insiáe the considered windows. 
This coefficient is a good indicator of the two win- 
dows spatial registration. 

3. The values obtained, afta passing the diíferent 
local and global consistency tests, are used for a 
bilinear regression anaiysis similar to the usual GCP 
method, 

Lin '=ao+a,.Lin+a, Col 
Col'=bo+b,.Lin +b, Col (3) 

4. Given known mapping functions h e  georefer- 
enced image, obtained by the orbitai model, is trans- 
formed and resampIed usiog a zero ordar híarpo1a- 
tion ttchnique. 

The global scheme of the procedure is shown in 
Figures 2. Figure 3 shows the result of the global 

E 
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FIG. 2. - Global pxcdm for tbt automatic g#>~cfsrci)cing of NOAA-AVHRR images. 



method applied to the same image (5 June 1998), 
where it can be seen that this automatic p d w e  
provides similar accmacies to other methods that 
rquire manual identífication of GCPs. 

A set of six representative images was recafied 
and registered to UTM gid, representing ascending 
and descending paths as weli as diñmnt nadir posi- 
tions. For every image, several GCPs were used for 
test accuracy. The resulrs are listed in Table l. Fig- 
ure 4 i11ustrat.m an exampIe of our georeferencing 
procedure applied to the 5 June 1998 image. 

Trajectory Offset Nadir hm GCPs tes< Root Mean Squarc Error 
Exle Pixcl 

30 Septernber 1997 NIS 2 1.74 18 
I October 1997 S/N 6.55 16 
5 June 1998 N6 -24.88 21 
18 January 1998 S/N 12.38 21 
3 January 1999 NIS -22.28 15 
14 June 1999 SIN -49.18 15 

R.M.S. Error Averagt 1.31 1.365 

FIG. 4. - NOAA-14/AVHRR image of 5 Juae 1998 of the Canigo gecrmttricaily c d  into tbt UiM map pmjaction. The digitized 
---AI:..- -.;--a -L.;-A a%,.- u l - t i l  m-.- u-..- n :. r,, ,A,, A,,, ,-, -u- -pYU-. W . P Y . b . 4  I IV I I I  ..<i*,Y Y- Y- 11, ' J  I V L  *U...p-u p,-. 
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ods have been developed. They are named Multiple 
Window Method (MWM), that use different bands 
to calculate the SST (Anding and Kauth, 1970; 
Prabhakara et al., 1974; McMllh, 1975); For km- 
perature determination, the AVHRR is equipped 
with three spectrai bands: channel 3 (3.5-3.9 p), 
channel4 (10.5-1 1.5 pn) and channel5 (11.5-12.5 
pm). The ideal approach (McClain et al., 1985) 
would use a night-time algorithm giving SST as a 
function of the three radiative temperatures: SST= 
f (T ,,, T,,, T,,), named multiple-window tech- 
nique, and a day-time aigonthm where SST= f (T, ,, 
TI?), named split-window technique (SWT), where 
T,,, TI, and T,, are tfie radiative temperatures at 
3.7,11 and 12 p.m respectively. Channel3 is usual- 
ly very noisy, so at the present time the SWT is 
commonly used. 

There are two kind of approaches to obiain the 
S W s .  The fkst one is theoretical, such that the 
coefficients are calculated from a thermal'radiation 
transmission model ushg atmospheric profiies that 
can be observed by radiosonde or specified as stan- 
dard profiles. The &r correction in this approach is 
directly related wiih the atrnospheric effects. The 
second is an experimental approach when the coef- 
ficients are calculated by the regression andysis 
between in situ SST measurements and nearly-coin- 
cident sateiliíe observations ( M c M i h  and Crosby, 
1984). This last appmximation, using matchups, is 
LL^ --- *LiL L-- L--- ---- > L- -1-i'--- AL- C.Tln? 
UIC VIK ~ n a ~  naa D ~ X I ~  u s a  LO ucrlve ule 3 wr. 

Setting up of the Matchups 

Sea Surface Ternperature measurements have 
been obtained. during the time perioás c0mprise.d 
between Decembcr 1996 and December 1998. As 
shown in Figure 5, the measurements have been pex- 
formed in the Canigo area (39"15%19"15W; 
2h0!?' -60!5~.  Thp pi',pse ~f thp cm& arnr 
the study of the seasomi variation of the Canary cur- 
rent in the frame of the Canigo project. Cruises weR 
undertaken every three months between Gran 
ri---L- P l - 1 2 -  --3 l Z - L - -  a#-2-Z- ---- T-I---1- 
~ d ~ a n a - u i u  ii11u u~wa-1vuiueua-uuutry rsizuiuu. 

Ship mcasured temperature was obtained every 
10 miles by XBT, CTD and fhmosalinograph 
which logged the temperature at a nomind depth of 
2.5 m. The use of thermosaliuograph data is not 
ideal for testing SST retrieval algorithms, so we 
have not taken it into account. The accuracy of íhe 
temperature measurement is around O.Ol°C for the 

FIG. 5. - Canigo arca showing the diffmnr mise uack tshady) per 
f d  kfweai Dacemba % - D e c ~ b a  98. 

XBT and O.OOl°C for the CI'D. In each location, the 
co-ordinates from a GPS receiver were automatical- 
ly logged. The total number of existing SST mea- 
surements during ihe period 199698 was approxi- 
mately 250. 

The Sarellite Data 

The AVHRR raw data cm NOAA-14 is daily 
received at our station at the Remote Sensing Cen- 
tre, Univasity of Las Palmas. Figure 6 shows the 
sysmmic procedure perfonmed to the images to 
obtain the matchup database between the in-situ 
SST measu~ements and the nearlycoincident satel- 
iite observatíons. 

With-the objcctive to obtain very high quality 
data to estimate the atmosphcric model coefficients, 
the foiiowing procedure was fo~awed:. 

1. R N 3 i ~ ~ o m ~  &hp-~kn ~f thp. 5 A W R -  w.n- 
sor chaanels. C'hsnnels 1 and 2 asing a linear COI- 

rection in accdance with ihe NOAA and channe1s 
3,4 and 5 by means of a non-linear calibration, as 
> - - i L - 2  =-e-- 
-1UtXI Il*lUrt;. 

2. Visual inspection of the intages: the selected 
imagcs matching ín time with the in-situ measure- 
ments were carefdly analysed by expert oceanogra- 
phers by means of a high resolution monitor on its 
different & ~ e i s  with he objective to disregard 
those images whose areas closer to the co-ordinates 
of the in-situ measuremtnts showed: 
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RG. 6. - Systcmatic piocedure to generate tfie matchup data set 

- Cloud contamination. 
- SST artefacts, such as warm patches (due to 

diurna1 heating) or sand clouds. 
3. Images were geornetrically corrected accord- . . mg tv *U:e Gi*& IiieeuLiLid aild ,aíTii:*lyj. 

detection algorithm, as described in last section. In 
order to achieve sub-pixel precision, the sub-scenes 
were autornatically corrected using ground control 
points iocated sawegically closer to the in-situ mea- 
surement co-ordinates. 

4. Cloud detection: the algorithm developed is a 
mutiband threshold method based on the multitest 
systern implernented by Saunders and Kriebel 
(1988). The method was adapted to our system 
including some modifications for the Canigo geo- 
oraphical zone based on experimental data. The w 

flow diagrams of the day and night cloud detection 
algorithms are presented in Figure 7 and will be 
briefly described next. 

Night.- The 3 night tests included in the aigorithm 
are very simple due to the use of 6xed thresholds. 

- T,,,-T,,, test: is vexy useful to detect clouds 
oi iow anci m d u m  aititucie, basd  on rhe spectrai 
emissivity variation in the water clouds. Here we 
make a distinction between the water clouds and the 
ice particle ciouds because they have different phys- 
icd propemes. In our case the threshold has been 
fued to T,,?-T, 2 5OK to consider cloud pres- 
ente. An additional test is included to detect clouds 
in desen areas: T ,,+% -Tlzi, 2 02°K 

- T 9.7p -T ,* test. this --- nieht test ---- tries ---- !o det~tf  
semitransparent clouds composed of ice particles 
(cims). The thteshold decided is T 3.,w -T,,w 2 3°K 
to consider cloud presence. 

P---- -l-.-.l *-,.*. *Le 1 :- :- *LA J-C-- - U I V U J  GIVUU LCSC. U1G LGY Y U i i l L  15 111 UIG UGlllt-  

ition of the appropriate threshold temperature. 
Over the sea it is relatively straightforward as the 
SST varies slowly in space and time. Over land, 
however, the large day-to-day and ara-to-area 
variability in surface temperatures due to the dif- 
ferent land uses and meteorological conditions 
makes the definition of a single overall discrimí- 
aation threshold temperature much more difficult. 
h order to consider cloud presence fhe following 
test has been used: 

Day.- The 3 day tests included in the algorithm are: 
- tie --&-,t ge~eTQ+es a 

considerable increase in the channel 3 
detected radiance. So, if the temperature Merence 
between diannels 3 and 4 is very high, we can 
assume riiat is aue to the sungiint. Ine  esta~iisneci 
threshold is T,,, -T,,, > 25°K. 

- 4,: this test is applied in &y irnages, after the 
previous ones. In cbannel 2, cenfred at 0.9 pm, the 
sea reflectivity has a value of less than 6% while for 
clouds is much higher. In our algorithm the visible 
threshotd depends on the solar zenith angle and the 
düEerence T3,7*-T:jiiñi. 
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FIG. 7. - Flow diagrams for cloud detedon algorithm. 

- Gross cfoud test: it is a simple thexmal infiared 
threshold test using the brightness temperature cal- 
culated from channel 4. In our case the threshold 
has h e n  fixed to S 283X to consider cloud 
presence. 

Coman.- The 2 common tests included ui the algo- 
rithrn are: 

- T~ i , " ñ T i ~  test: tbis test is used to detect cims, 
whose difference between the ttiermal IR c h e l s  is 
high. Saunders and Kriebel (1988) proposed a 
b h o l d  table depending of the channel 4 bright- 
ness temperature and the solar 6 t h  angit B. We 
pmposed an amendment of such table providing cor- 
rected thresholds for the Canigo area. 

- Space coherente test: the objective is to &m 
clnud *S, ~-r_mcurniili~s, d l  mu1u.. & ~ S Q -  

lated clwds. Saunders and Knebel(1988) caiculated 
the díñerence between the channel4 brigiimess tem- 
peraaire and the average temperature from the 4 clos- 

A-+--&-- -1---A- --.-&La X X L  L--- --- 
G L  yJAGW? UGLCbuiil; VlVUrU U V G l  Y I G  - V T G  U V G  p l -  

formed rnodifjcations that also allow h e  detection of 
cloudy pixeis over h d .  The!se modificahions wnsist 
of determining the average temperanire and the stan- 
dard deviation of &e 8 neighbouring pixels as, 

establishing the following modified spatial coheren- 
cy test, 

( T , , - T , , Z ~ D , ~ ~ ( E I & , )  =;i C h i d  
The thresholds (m,,&,) have been obtained 

from several experimental check and will be differ- 
ent for day and night ímages. 

The compilation of comparison &ta sets 

To generate the match-up database we foíIow a 
s W a r  procedure as the one used by Yokoyama and 
Tanba (1991). In the quantitative test we calculate 
the standard deviation of the brightness tempera- 
nires h a w a ~ w  nf 3x3 pixdc ypn--pd a& p i -  
tion of the in-situ measmement, for the vahe of &he 
channels, inside an area of 5x5 pixels. Unlike the 
thmhold proposed by Yokoyama and Tanba (1991), 
:z.a.- "*-A-& .a-;-.&.- --.-- .a-- l? f WP *a-.:.. 
U. UIC 3UUICUIlU U C V  IUUUlJ W6b 1- LLLPU. U. 1 L L, W L  13 

the sensor temperature resohtion, we choose the 
average values of channels 4 and 5 within the win- 
dow as the con;esponding brightness temperature of 
the h-sini measurement. If it was exceded we 
d y s e d  the other 8 windows of 3x3 inside the 
searching area of 5x5 pixels input in the Ts That 
window having the rninimum standard deviation not 
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exceeding 0.12"C was used to get the T,, and TI, 
respectively. 

Findy we apply space-time restrictions: sateilite 
and in-situ observations are cansidered coincident if 
they mur within S O  minutes for &y images and 
+1 hour for night images. The identification emrs 
were e v a l d  wiibin one resolution pixeL which is 
l .  1xl.l Km at nadu. We aiso restricted in-situ mea- 
surements to be within &out 50" of the sateliite 
zenith angle. A total of 60 in-situ measurements 
passed the previous criteria 

Firstly, the algorithms developed by McMillin 
and Crosby (1984) and, Gas-é et al. (1986) have 
been analysed with the intention to improve them, 
The first is a global aigonthm based on the regns- 
sion of 293 match-ups in 20-70"N. In the second 
case the regression Coefficients were obtained after 
adjusting with in-situ measurements with time dif- 
ference of l es  ttUin one hour with the sateilite vass 
in the Atlantic Ocean (35-53W, 1-21 W), north of 
our area of interest. Its statistical e m ,  RMSD, p 
(bias), o (scatter) are presented in Tabie 2 and 
Fig.8. 

In order to get an aigonthm in the Canigo are* we 
have exarnined the formai dependencies of the vari- 
ables TI, md T,,. In both algorithms the T,, coeffi- 
cient is equal to 1, inducing a bias related to the incre- 
ment of the atmospheric correction when the SST 
increases and was initially detected comparing the 
satellite temperatures and the real measurements with 
buoys (McCiain et al., 1985). Aiso Barton (1995) 
points out that regional algorithms trend to have a 
coefficient close to 1 for TI,. McMillin et d. (1984), 
Coll et al. (1994) and Fran~ois et aL (1995) demon- 
smte that the atmospheric comaion should be pro- 
vided in terms of a second order pohomy in T,,-T,?. 
Barton (1995) mmtioned the improvements in the 

FIG. 8. - S c m  diagrams of the rcsuits in tht accuracy test for split 
window fimction used in  the analysis and the SST estimation func- 
tion derived by the xcpBssion anaiysis.(a) Comparison betwecn the 
d SST and b e  cstimated by w aigo~ithm. @, c) Compariwn 
berwccn the reai SST and the mimared by the McMillin and Cros 
by (1984) and Casragné et d (1986) algorithms, mpeaively. 

split-window algorithm. For our data set we have 
plotted Th-T,, vemis TI,-T,,, appearing that a qua- 
dratic regresion seems to be more appropriate than a 
linear one, especialiy for higher values of TI,-TI,. 

Our algorithm includes the mentioned ideas and 
it has the following expression: 

The results are presented in Figure 8 and Tabie 2. 
The avemge errors are ob~iously, about h e  data to 
obtain the algoríthm, 0°C and the dispersion is only 

TABLE 2. - LiSt of thc split window funcrion used in rhc Malysis ami the SST estimarion fumtion daived by ?he hegresion anaiysis. 
Statistics of residues by using the Canigo rnatdiup data set. 

SST EsOmation Fnnctions Fundamemal data for SWF bmvation B i i  o(srd) RMSD 

McMiliin and Crosby(l984): Regression of 293 matchups in s7v N, and .zi¿ro - 301 "iC -0.3451 0.6192 0.7088 
SS= i,,+2702-(Tl,-iIZ~58Z 
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FIG. 9. - Canigo arca SST map resulñng frorn quation (6) for the image of 5 Jum 1998 rakm by NOAA-14 (orbit nurnber 17680). Land and 
clouds are masked m biack and white rrspoctively. 

of 0.38"C. Figure 9 shows the SST map obtained 
applying equation (6) to a NOAA- 14 image received 
by our station. 

CONCLUSIONS 

With the procedures developed we have achieved 
a mithdnlnmr +n nht&n siitnm-Gr C C T  m m m c  &th 
U I I b Y U I W V b V 6 J  C V  V V - A  U U L V S U L L U Y  UU A I b y I  VI*- 

high accuracy. We have applied to the data a nonlin- 
earity radian- correction procedme and we have 
also performed the corresponding modifications to 
AL_ A__- _  ------- J L-- CI >-- _-f r72-~-1 /,nao\ me tests ymposcu oy aaunum ana Memi ~ r r a o ~  
in order.to detect totally and partiaüy cloudy pixeis 
over sea and land. 

We have elaborated a procedure to the geo- 
rnetric correction of the AV-HRR b g e s  fdiy auto- 
matic by means of an orbiial model and a similarity 
detection algonthm. The favourable results obtained 
by this procedure encourage further research, 
including improvements to overcome the problems 
related to inaccuracies in d i t  modekg,  error in 
timing, d unknawn auitude parameters. A great 
limitation in our similarity detection algorithm is the 
robustness to partial and giobal occlusions, a cir- 
cumstance that is m n t l y  under investigation. 

We have proposed a split-window equation to 
perform atmospheric and emissivity correction with 
a standard error of estimation of only 0.38 "C, 
restricted to satellite zenith angle less than 50". The 
accuracy of the derived SWF was evaluated and 
compared with other SWFs published. For the 
future, an algorithm using coefficients depending on 
the sateiíite ~ ~ ~ 6 t h  angle should be developed, which 
b&s &gc ~ m - z t ,  t b  h z e  mi& F-n'phfi?y 
whole AV= image. The obtained algorithm 
should have &o be validated with an independent set 
of data to the one mecí in the analysis, using, for 

I -  AL- A x m r n n  b . ~ t - - l - -  n .. .li~.+..~...-. cnampir;, uití rrv- raLUUllucx vrx;arw i v ~ r r ~ ~ i u y  

Database, that includes a fairly large collection of 
highquality in situ SSTs with a reasonably wide 
dismbution in space and time. Also the results 
obtained wouici Liave to 'be compad wiui ouier 
algorithms that use coefficients dependent on satel- 
lite zenith angle. 
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